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Topics To be Covered
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 From Perfect Competition to Monopoly

 Antitrust and Competition Policy

 Regulation and Deregulation

 Negative Externalities and the Environment

 Positive Externalities and Technology

 Public Goods

 Poverty and the Welfare Program

 Inequality

 Imperfect Information and Insurance

 Corporate and Political Governance



Unit 18: Corporate and Political 

Governance
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 How are organizations governed?

 Principle-agent problem: principle have a 
hard  time (imperfect information) to find out 
whether the agent is working hard. In 
corporate and political governance, the 
additional problem is there are many principles 
so they might free-rider on other’s to supervise 
the agent.

 Example: employment context – how to set 
pay



Corporate Governance
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 How does the principle to give incentive to the 

agent to behave in a way that benefit the 

principle?

 Modern corporation

Ownership versus control

 The Modern Corporation and Private Property 

(1932) by Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means



Problem in Corporate Governance
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 Example: the collapse of Enron

 Stock price at $82/share in Dec 2000

 Bankrupted in late 2001

 What happened to Enron?

 Lack of oversight



Remedies for the Ownership and 

Control Gap
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 Board of directors 

 Elected by the shareholders but nominated by the 

executives

 Lack of independence

 Part-time job

 Auditors

Work and monitor for the company?

 Large outside investors

 Financial communities

 Stock market analysts, banks, journalists



Remedies for the Ownership and 

Control Gap
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 Corporate takeover and mergers

 Stock options

 Top executive ended up holing a lot of stock

Costly and as another incentive for imprudent 

management

 Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

New rules on the institutions of corporate 

governance



Political Governance
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 Democratic government: “of the people, by the 

people, for the people.”

 Voter choose and monitor government officers

Many people don’t vote

 50% voting age citizen in Presidential election

One vote doesn’t seem to count

 Even more people don’t know what they are 

voting for



Further issues in Political 

Governance
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 Special interest group: 

Can pressure legislators to enact public policies 

that benefit the group at the expense of the 

broader population

 Legislation:

 Pork-barrel spending

 A legislation that benefits mainly a single political 

district

 Log-rolling 

 Two or more politicians agree to each support 

provisions that are especially important to each other



Political Governance
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 When multiple choices exit, the majority vote 

can have a hard time choosing the best 

outcome.

 Unlike private sector, government has no 

equivalent mechanism to provide incentive for 

good performance

 “It has been said that democracy is the worst 

form of government except all the others that 

have been tried.”- Churchill



Summary of First Part of the 

lecture
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 Markets are useful institutions to allocate its 

scarce resources.

 Markets may produce unwanted results: 

monopoly, negative externalities, inequality…

 Governments can sometimes act to reduce the 

problems of markets but government failures 

can also make matters worse


